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Don’t have a blog yet? Check out my free 6-part video series on how to get started 
quickly and affordably. 

Deacon Hayes is the author of You Can Retire Early! In this book he talks through 3 
different paths to financial independence. 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/252
http://blogstartercourse.com/
https://www.amazon.com/You-Can-Retire-Early-Independence-ebook/dp/B01N387V5L/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1506769920&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=deacon+hays+you+can+retire+early


Deacon has achieved his own financial independence through one of the paths he 
explains in his book: business. 

One of his businesses is WellKeptWallet.com, a blog where he outlines strategies to get 
out of debt, save money, and a whole host of other financial tips and information. 

Deacon has been blogging on WellKeptWallet since 2010, but has really seen some 
accelerated growth over the last 10-12 months or so with a Facebook ad strategy. 

The basic idea is this: Buy traffic for less than its worth. In Deacon’s case, he’s 
monetizing posts with various affiliate partners. 

It All Starts with Quality Content - What Makes Ad Worthy Content? 

It began with the idea to promote some of his content to see if he could make a positive 
ROI. Deacon said he wanted to, “See if I spent so much, how much would I make?” 

If you’re going to drive traffic to your blog posts, it needs to be quality content that 
people will engage with and hopefully adds value to their lives. 

Deacon had an article called 40 Awesome Side Hustles to Make Extra Money. This 
article had dozens of affiliate links along with the examples, like driving for Uber, 
freelance writing, and filling out surveys, etc. 

Deacon had worked out that his revenue per visitor (RPV) to this page was $0.10. So, 
he knew that if he could send a visitor to the page for less than $0.10 he would make a 
profit. His aim was $0.05 to allow for additional overheads of running his blog. 

Optimizing Posts to Increase Engagement and Revenue 

Deacon has tried different types of posts but says that list-style posts like the 40 side 
hustle ideas convert the best by far. “You don’t want to look like you’re selling stuff,” 
Deacon said. 

You want to give the user options and show value. The list post style also gives the user 
several opportunities to convert to a commission. 

Some tips Deacon shared to increase conversions include: 

Turning off display ads – One of the monetization strategies Deacon 
historically used was display ads, but he turned them off on his ad landing pages 
since an affiliate conversion was far more valuable. 

Shutting off the sidebar – This gives the page a less cluttered look and faster 
loading time. Also, with 80% of his traffic coming from mobile, missing a sidebar 
made no difference to most of his visitors. 

https://wellkeptwallet.com/
https://wellkeptwallet.com/40-side-hustles/


Shutting off email capture – Deacon was using Mail Munch and LeadPages to 

power his popups and capture emails, but he decided affiliate revenue was more 

valuable on these posts, so disabled them to minimize distractions. 

How Deacon Started with Facebook Ads and the Types of Ads That Worked 

Deacon had been working on WellKeptWallet.com since 2010, and although he had 

built up a decent following and strong brand recognition the site had become very 

stagnant. 

It was in December 2016 he decided to start running ads. He knew of another site that 

was doing well with Facebook ads and studied their ads as a starting point. 

He took screenshots of all their ads he saw in his feed. Taking a note of the types of 

images and text they were using for around a year before attempting his first ad. 

Deacon then hired a Facebook coach, Monica Louie (MonicaLouie.com). “She’s 

absolutely been a huge part in our success,” Deacon said. 

One of the first articles he ran ads for was 7 Extremely Easy Ways to Improve Your 
Finances Today. He wrote this post specifically to test driving ad traffic and used each 
of the 7 ways to promote a different affiliate. 

The cost per click was $1 at first – way to expensive! So, Deacon decided to change the 
style of image he was using as they looked too much like “stock photos,” moving to 
Unsplash where the images are more “natural” looking, and now uses ShutterStock. 

He noticed a big difference in conversions just from changing the style of image. 

“Changing out the pictures was huge,” Deacon said. He also started doing some A/B 

split testing while running several ads with different teaser text on to see what was 

working best. 

The anatomy of Deacon’s Facebooks ads: 

 Natural looking image in the middle. 

 Teaser text at the top to grab the person’s attention / curiosity. 

 Short description/article title at the bottom. 

By the end of the first month Deacon had spent $1000 on ads and saw a return of 
$2000 in commissions, which is an excellent ROI to get started with. Then he stepped 
his budget up to $2k the next month, and slowly stepped it up from there. 

(In September 2017, he spent $10k to make $18k.) 

Choosing Affiliates and Target Audiences 

With 80% of his audience using mobile devices Deacon makes sure he’s promoting 

affiliate offers that are mobile-friendly. This means low sign-up barriers, landing pages 

that work well on mobile, and as few clicks as possible from interest to conversion. 

https://www.mailmunch.co/
http://www.sidehustlenation.com/leadpages
https://www.monicalouie.com/
https://wellkeptwallet.com/7-ways-to-improve-your-finances-today/
https://wellkeptwallet.com/7-ways-to-improve-your-finances-today/
https://unsplash.com/
https://www.shutterstock.com/


He also targets huge audiences of 5 million people and up. Deacon said, “The more 
niche you are, the more valuable that acquisition is,” which means the more you will be 
paying per click. 

Deacon also creates lookalike audiences using Facebook’s algorithm from his email list, 
website visitors, people who have engaged with a specific post, and Facebook fans. “I 
don’t know how Facebook does lookalike audiences, but it works,” Deacon said. 

Another plus to buying traffic through Facebook is that you expose your brand to a 

much wider audience. Deacon saw his organic Facebook likes for WellKeptWallet 

increase from 4k to 35k in less than a year. 

Tracking Revenue and Post Performance 

When running paid ads it’s important to track the performance of each ad and know 

where the affiliate clicks are coming from. 

Deacon sets up separate subIDs to track his conversions. This is usually done through 

your affiliate network and involves adding a tag like FB1, FB2, or a part of the name of 

the post into the URL so you can track which page the revenue came from. 

There is also a paid service called TUNE which will help you set up links and postback 

links do you can keep track of exactly where all the clicks and revenue is coming from. 

Scaling up and Looking Forward 

10 months into this Deacon saw $24k in revenue for a $14k spend on ads giving him 

$10k profit for the last month. 

The increase in traffic to his affiliates has given him some leeway to negotiate better 

rates. 

Deacon currently has 4 campaigns running, with several ads within each campaign. He 

does some analysis once a week and pauses any underperforming ads, or increases 

the budget on ads with a good ROI. 

Explaining how he gets his cost per click so low, Deacon said it’s mostly due to shares 

and engagement. “The more people that engage with your ad, the cheaper your cost,” 

he said. 

Even negative comments can be a positive thing when it comes to lowering the cost. 

Deacon responds to comments and promotes as much engagement as possible. 

Looking forward Deacon is going to continue tweaking ads to his articles, and will be 

running some ads to drive traffic to his book You Can Retire Early! 

As a special offer for Side Hustle Show listeners, you can get Deacon’s Debt Free in 18 

Months course ($97) for free, when you order the book through 

wellkeptwallet.com/retire. 

https://www.tune.com/
https://www.amazon.com/You-Can-Retire-Early-Independence-ebook/dp/B01N387V5L/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1506769920&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=deacon+hays+you+can+retire+early
https://wellkeptwallet.com/you-can-retire-early/


 

Deacon’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Track everything.” 

More Info: 

 https://wellkeptwallet.com/  
 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/252 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 

https://wellkeptwallet.com/
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